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TASK RISK ASSESSMENT: JUMP STATRING VEHICLES.    CEPC-RA-SSOW-0015                 Date: June 2021  Sheets 1-3   
 Description:  Jump starting vehicles - dry-charge or wet charge batteries 
 Relevant Assessments and Information: Machine Maintenance, Manufacturers Operators Manuals,  

          HAZARDS IDENTIFIED 

    Who will be Harmed and How 
  

       Uncontrolled Risk Level 

CONTROLS AND WORK PROCEDURES REQUIRED 

FOR SAFE WORK OPERATIONS 
 

GENERAL  

Inexperienced operatives, supervisors or managers. 
Lack of knowledge of  battery components, hazards and 
risks. 
Work equipment selection, suitability of jump leads. 
Provision,  
Site hazards, terrain and weather conditions. 
Hazards to other employees, contractors, the public 
Environmental considerations 

Operational Procedures Environmental Assessment. Selection. Work Instructions. Supervision 
Operators trained in safe jump starting techniques. Knowledge and understanding of hazard and 
controls required. Authorisation to complete the operations. 
Availability of vehicle manual to individuals trying to jump start vehicle. 
Supply of correct PPE. Provision of charge power packs in depots/yards where possible. 
Provision of correct gauge Jump leads for size/voltage of battery if using vehicles to provide electric 
power. Battery voltage of vehicles used are the same, Check voltage of battery of combine voltage of 
linked batteries.  Communication of safety information to employees, contractors. First Aid provision, 
Welfare, washing provision. Work Safe Policy 

To: OPERATORS AND PERSONS ON SITE  

Vehicle movement impacts crushes individuals 
Fractures, cuts, impact injuries 
Risk Level 3: Possible Fatal  

Safe site set up. All those not involved moved away for vehicles. Use of banksperson place din safety 
zone. Good communication and signals agreed.  
 

Vehicles not secured stationary during procedure – 
movement. Fractures, cuts, impact injuries 
Risk Level 3: Possible Fatal 

Vehicles parked handbrakes applied. Engines turned off. Checks made before  any individuals move to 
positions to  open bonnets or battery storage compartments 
 
 

Contact with Hazardous substances 
Sulphuric acid, Hydrogen Sulphide, Gases, Carbon 
Monoxide. Risk of burns 
Risk Level 3: Possible Major 
Risk from contact with corrosion of battery 
Risk Level 3: Possible Major 

Inspection of battery to identify any leaks. Damage. No smoking permitted in the area around the 
vehicles Engines not run inside confined spaces. Correct procedures to open battery id not sealed   
Inspect all part of the battery – terminals, cables, body. Clean minor corrosion or replace. 
 
 

Risk of Explosion – ignition of hydrogen gas  
Burns, flying material  
Risk Level 3: Possible Major 

Inspection of jump cables. Clamps, cable insulation. Ensure the correct procedure of connection/ 
disconnection of leads is completed. No smoking in vicinity of battery. 
 

Risk of Arcing. Electric discharge 
Burns, Arc-eye. Risk Level 3: Possible Major 

Ensure the correct procedure of connection of leads is completed, PPE include safety glasses. 
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Cuts from tools, grips, Impact of head on bonnet , vehicle 
components 
Musculo-skeletal - Back injuries, trapped nerves, slipped 
discs strains, Risk Level 3: Possible Major 

Safe use of Tools, Carefully body positioning. Use of PPE Gloves 
Identification of machinery lifting aid requirements 
Safe lifting, handling techniques. PPE. PPE – safety footwear, gloves, non- snag clothing 

Environment.  
Incorrect disposal if battery has failed 

Correct waste stream identified and approved disposal route selected 
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SSOW -  SAFE WORK METHODS      JUMP STARTING VEHICLES            
 

Only approved trained staff may use jump leads on 12v vehicles. Only trained 
fitters may use jump leads on HGV 24v.  
Use of an appropriate Jump Start Portable Power pack is recommended on all 
occasions. 
If using the Power pack read and follow the instructions given in 
the instruction manual. 

 

 

 

POTENTIAL RISKS  
1. Trapping or impact from vehicles manoeuvring into position  
2. Contact with battery electrolyte (Hydrogen Sulphide) – hands , arms , eyes   
3. Burns, Arc Eye from incorrect attachment or unexpected contact with metal work 
4. Battery explosion – flying materials, electrolyte 
5. Bruises, cuts to hands, fingers heads from use of tools, grips  
6  Bruises, cuts to head, face sudden movement under bonnet/vehicle chassis/bed 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

PREPARATION 
1. Inspect: battery type, voltage and identify any linked terminal points for vehicle; jump 
    cables, condition of power pack, clamps, cable insulation 
2. Identify appropriate method of jump starting from vehicle manual. 
3. Agree approved equipment to be used jump start pack, jumps leads 
4. Check staff involved are trained and competent in use of the equipment 
5. Check equipment for service stickers and/or condition (leads, extensions etc) 
6. Identify of appropriate suitable position for the vehicle(s)    
7. Agree safety controls need for site – signs, exclusion zones, tape, look outs etc. 
8. Agree sequence of operations, job roles, signals and brief other parties 

PPE 

Assessment of the site, tasks and weather must be completed before works. Minimum PPE is 
1    Protective footwear   2.   Non snag work wear   3.   Good fitting work gloves   
4.  Safety glasses 5. Safety Helmet is required for site or access to under chassis 

SAFETY RULES 

Never: 
-   let the vehicles touch during the operation 
-   put anything near a battery that has a flame or that can spark – no smoking 
-  wear any rings, watches, or other jewellery when working around a car battery  
-  lean over a battery 
-  jump start a frozen battery 
-  jump start a battery that shows signs of leakage or damage 

ACTIVITY 

Before connecting any leads make sure the vehicles are the same voltage and that they're 

parked with their handbrakes on and ignition off. 
 

1.  Connect the red jump lead to the positive terminal of the donor vehicle's good  
     battery and then to the positive (+) terminal of the flat battery  
2.  Connect the black lead to the negative (-) terminal of the good battery and then  
     to a suitable earthing point on the engine or chassis of the other vehicle. This   
     earthing point must be away from the battery and fuel system.     
3.  With both leads connected wait three minutes for the voltages to equalise    
     before starting either engine. 
4.  When started disconnect the leads carefully in the reverse order to the way that  
     they were connected unless otherwise instructed in the driver,s manual.  Be  
     careful not to touch the clips against each other or against the car bodywork. 

 

 

 


